“Working with Cortell has been fantastic.
Not only have we realised our objectives,
we have surpassed them.”
Stuart Jones,
Deputy Director, Planning & Financial Services,
Griffith University

Cortell implements advanced student load forecasting & cost
management at Griffith University
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Managing the student load forecasting,
cost management and consequential
financial implications at Griffith was at

flexibility and platform requirements
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capability needed to keep track of the
student volumes, course allocations,
international origins, grants, graduations
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Benefits
> Cortell built a fully automated student
load and planning model that now
provides insight and ‘what if’ capability.
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Post Implementation

The Journey

Post implementation of the student load

Based on the initial successes of the IBM

About Cortell Australia

and forecast planning system, Stuart

Cognos TM1 projects, Stuart wanted to

wanted to take the integration further and

share the content with the broader

drive the QTAC intake and submission

university and drive toward an enterprise

process and change the in-house activity

information management framework.

Cortell Australia Pty Ltd is the largest and
most capable IBM Cognos business
analytics partner in Asia Pacific focusing on
TM1, Cognos BI, SPSS and FSR.

based costing models to help support
internal financial use and the Sustainable
Research Excellence (SRE) processes and
have them integrated to form an
operational and financial platform in TM1.
Later Cortell Australia assisted in the
construction of the QTAC and SRE
applications to help feed and support the
analysis Stuart and his team needed to do
to help provide the insight and seamless

The university needed a web based
reporting and dashboard centric solution
to access content from the existing data
warehouse and the TM1 performance
management layer.
After a review of the products available in

Ryan Morrell,

the market, Griffith University selected the

Channel Executive,

IBM Cognos 10 platform for its ease of

Cortell provided the licences to Griffith,

decision making.

advised on the appropriate make up and

student planning, financial management
and costing system running on a single
integrated platform.
“Working with Cortell has been fantastic.
Not only have we realised our objectives,
we have surpassed them.” (Stuart Jones)
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use and integration across platforms.

analysis required to drive effective

The university now has an end to end

"Cortell Australia's growth in the Business
Analytics and Business Intelligence markets
has been outstanding. With highly skilled
delivery and management teams Cortell
provide IBM clients a very professional,
highly regarded and capable organisation
to work with."

product features and have assisted
through the development process,
helping the university deliver on the initial
stages of the enterprise information
management journey.
With the integrated IBM Cognos Business
Intelligence and Performance
Management analytic framework, Griffith

Cortell Awards
IBM Business Partner of the Year Business
Analytics 2013
IBM Business Analytics Partner of the Year
for Asia Pacific 2012
IBM Business Analytics Partner of the Year
for Asia Pacific 2011
IBM Business Analytics FPM Partner of the
Year 2010
IBM Business Analytics Industry Partner of
the Year 2009
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"TM1 as an application is well suited to

capability with a broader user community
more effectively than previously possible.

